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Our title is borrowed from a local 
traditional song on the theme of 
emigration. The programme recreates 
the sounds and atmosphere of an emigration 
scene and through sound, music and anecdote, explores the lives of nineteenth century
emigrants from these shores.

We met the ballad form in programme five and it’s to local and American ballads we now
turn to find clues about the experiences of emigrants.

Listening
An emigration scene is recreated through sound and music and the children are encouraged to interpret and
respond to what they hear. Extracts of music include; Slieve Gallon Braes; Thousands are Sailing (Deanta);
Poor Paddy Works on the Railway; Sixteen Tons; Kilkelly; Funk the Cajun Blues (Gerry ‘Banjo’ O’Connor);
Theme from Spartacus (Onedin Line).

Composing
A group of children create their own music to describe the emigrants voyage to the New World.

Performing
The children are invited to join in with the following catchy songs – Casey Jones; Came to Court Jenny Jo;
Pick a Bale O’Cotton;

Kilkelly

Kilkelly, Ireland eighteen and sixty
My dear and loving son John
Your good friend the schoolmaster Pat McNamee
Is so good as to write these words down.
Your brothers have all gone to find work in England
The house is so empty and sad
The crop of potatoes is sorely afflicted
A third to a half of them bad.
Your sister Bridget and Patrick O’Donnell
Are going to be married in June
Your mother says not to work on the railroad
And to be sure to come on home soon.

(Peter Jones)

Songs Jenny Jo 
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* See music at end of notes
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Pick A Bail O’Cotton

Jump down, turn around,
Pick a bale o’cotton,
Jump down, turn around,
Pick a bale o’cotton

O- Lawdy, Pick a bale o’cotton,
O- Lawdy, Pick a bale a day.

Thousands 
are Sailing
(Emigration 19th Century)
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Cross-Curricular Links

Programme 5

Emigration
(19th Century)

English
emigration ballads and stories
letters

Drama
potato famine
emigration scene

Geography
map voyage
American cities

History
potato famine
emigration
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Jenny Jo

verse 2 Jenny Jo’s washing clothes
Washing clothes, washing clothes.
Jenny Jo’s washing clothes
Can’t see her today.


